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Preface

After a successful first edition held in Lisbon in 2015, ECA was hosted in 2017 by the Department of English at the University of Fribourg, Switzerland, 20-23 June 2017. These two volumes contain the proceedings of this second edition of the conference series, whose special theme was ‘Argumentation and Inference’.

The European Conference on Argumentation (ECA) is a pan-European biennial initiative aiming to consolidate and advance various strands of research on argumentation and reasoning by gathering scholars from a range of disciplines. While based in Europe, ECA involves and encourages participation from argumentation scholars all over the world and welcomes submissions linked to argumentation studies in general in addition to those tackling the conference theme. While the first edition of ECA was devoted to exploring the relationship between argumentation and the decisions that follow from it, the 2017 Fribourg edition focused on the cognitive processes involved in argumentation, with a clear focus on inference as one of the key features of the argumentative process. Argumentation studies have increasingly expanded over the last decades with a clear opening towards cognitive science, and the 2017 edition of the conference accordingly facilitated a platform to stimulate a discussion in the community around the notion of inference, along its formal, social and cognitive dimensions.

Judging by its size (more than 200 participants in each of the first two editions), it is fair to consider that ECA has successfully reached its role as a key platform of scholarly exchange in the field of argumentation. The contents of these two volumes can accordingly be regarded as a reflection of the current state of the art in argumentation scholarship.

The proceedings contain papers which were accepted based on abstract submissions; each paper was thoroughly evaluated by three reviewers of our scientific board (for a full list of ECA committees, see www.ecargument.org). Volume I gathers 19 long papers and associated commentaries, together with 9 papers presented in two thematic panels that were held during ECA2017. Volume II gathers 68 regular papers that were presented during the conference.

All great events owe their success to the work and dedication of a number of people; this was also obviously the case for ECA2017. We thus want to take this opportunity to warmly thank all members of our Scientific Panel for their invaluable academic support and work. We express our gratitude to the members of the Programme Committee of ECA2017 for coordinating such a great display of argumentative scholarship. The people over at ARTEFACT have been immensely helpful in the administrative planning and coordination of the conference, which
is why we thank them for all the work done, in a great atmosphere. The
organisers also thank the Fribourg team of student assistants, who did an
impeccable job in welcoming, informing and assisting participants over
these 4 days. We kept the most important expression of gratitude for last:
we cannot sufficiently stress how precious, helpful and dedicated the
work of Christiane Porzig has been regarding the collected papers you
are holding in your hands: she is truly the one to thank for completing
these massive volumes.

The next edition of ECA will take place in Groningen in 2019 and
we are very much looking forward to seeing you there.

Steve Oswald and Didier Maillat
Fribourg, July 2018